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Smith to Horford

Smith does it all, helps Hawks hold off Wolves

By Matt Winkeljohn, for NBA.com
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ATLANTA (NBA.com exclusive) -- As a team that lately has been difficult to predict or explain, the Hawks on

Wednesday leaned on perhaps their most consistent player and drew from a couple less predictable

sources to beat Minnesota 98-92 on a night when a big chunk of Atlanta's offense went AWOL.

Atlanta coach Mike Woodson has all but come to expect Josh Smith to fill the stat sheet on a regular basis.

He gave more than usual with a season-high 27 points, 10 rebounds, five assists and two blocked shots as

the Hawks won their first home game since a Feb. 10 loss to Miami.

Small surprise: Smith entered the game as the only player in the NBA averaging 15 points (15.4), eight

rebounds (8.6) and four assists (4.0).

"I felt my team needed energy so I was trying to score in a lot of different ways," Smith said.
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That was good because one of the Hawks' top scorers, guard Jamal Crawford, scored one point. Nobody

expects that from the player with the highest scoring average (17.5) among players who have not started a

single game this season.

Smith's work wasn't enough, though, as Atlanta returned from a 2-2 road trip that included the high of the

team's first win in Utah in 17 years (Monday) and the low of a miserable loss at Golden State after the

Hawks blew a 17-point fourth-quarter lead.

The Hawks (36-20) started the season 11-2 and at that point were ranked No. 1 in NBA.com's rankings, but

they've waffled since, including a 6-6 run preceding Wednesday's game. They've lost in myriad ways of late,

perhaps reaching a point where roles are in need of re-defining.

So with Crawford off-kilter (he missed all seven shots) and Al Horford scoring a modest 11 after averaging

20 on the four-game Western road trip, there was need for help elsewhere even as leading scorer Joe

Johnson pitched in his standard 21 points.

Mo Evans scored 10 off the bench -- the most he's pitched in over the previous 29 games dating to when he

scored 13 in a Dec. 16 win over Memphis -- and starting point guard Mike Bibby not only added 12 points or

nearly 50 percent more than his 8.6 average, but added five rebounds, too.

Minnesota trailed 50-42 at halftime with just one less rebound than the Hawks, but after Atlanta pushed the

lead to 77-61 on Evans' three-point play with 2:05 left in the third quarter, the visitors got busy.

Atlanta native Damien Wilkins, whose brother Dominique is a color radio announcer for the Hawks

franchise for which he once starred, started the fourth quarter off with a steal and scored eight of his 15

points off the bench in a 10-0 Minnesota run that cut Atlanta's lead to 78-76.

Wilkins' three-point play with 10:14 to go, on a possession that began with him blocking a Horford shot at

the other end, might've prompted a Woodson timeout but for the fact he'd just called one 17 seconds earlier.

After Johnson missed a shot for Atlanta, Kevin Love grabbed one of his 12 rebounds, and soon the Wolves

were shooting for the lead.

Rookie Wayne Ellington missed a 3-pointer, though, and Bibby grabbed the rebound.

That was a theme. Atlanta's work on the defensive glass against one of the NBA's better offensive

rebounding teams was critical.

The Hawks didn't shoot particularly well beyond Smith's 9-for-13 effort as they missed 48 of 81 shots. But

Atlanta kept the Wolves off the offensive glass. Minnesota grabbed just seven offensive rebounds as the

Hawks pulled in 34 defensive boards, including Bibby's four.

"I thought we made a conscious effort tonight," said Woodson, who has been harping on his team to help

Smith and Horford underneath. "Bibby stuck his nose in there and got a couple rebounds ... it was a total

team effort on the boards and it's got to be that way as we edge toward the playoffs."

Bibby grabbed another defensive rebound when Ellington missed a short shot about five minutes later, and

Smith converted two free throws at the other end for an 88-82 lead that was never seriously threatened after

the 5:08 mark.

"It's tough for the big guys down there trying to block out and get the ball; I'm just trying to help out as much

as possible," Bibby said. "If it's around me, I'm going to try to get it. Rebounding is just aggression. You can't

really teach it."

Love matched his 19-point, 12-rebound effort in a win at Miami a night earlier, and center Ryan Hollins

scored 18 points with 10 rebounds, but ultimately Smith's free throws were symptomatic.

He made nine of 11, and the Hawks drained 28 of 32, making seven more than Minnesota attempted and

twice as many as the visitors made (14 of 21).

Said Smith: "We did OK on the West Coast, but it's always nice to be able to come home and not worry

about going out West again."
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Offensive Rebounds 7 12

Turnovers 14 13

Fast Break Pts: 28 26

Biggest Lead: 5 16

Points in the Paint: 40 42
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